Single Manager for Conventional Ammunition (SMCA)

In FY 07:

- Procurements: $2.65B
- Storage: 2.7M tons
- OEF/OIF & Trng: 215K tons
- Demilitarized: 54.1K tons
FY 08 Profile - $2.97B
By Services/By Commodity
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Acquisition Support
Industrial Base
Logistics
Readiness
Integrated Logistics Strategy – Identifies the depot network needed to support all Services in the right location to support outloading, training and storage

→ Right positioning
→ Optimizing logistics footprint
Warm Base Challenges

✓ Aggressively pursuing soft landing
✓ Industrial Base Studies
  ➢ Future roadmap for organic/commercial base
✓ Aggressively pursuing partnerships in GOGOs
  ➢ Blue Grass AD - Mine Resistant Ambush Protected Program
  ➢ Tooele AD – Ten new partners
  ➢ All installations joined Government Economic Council
✓ Changing law to allow us to be more like hard iron depots
Munitions Readiness Report

- Provides a single status for Army ammunition
- Automates the DA G3 Balcony Brief process
- Web-based application with data refreshed monthly

**Notional Data**

New initiatives:
- Reports Module
- Outyear trend analysis
- Readiness Dashboard
- Strategic Positioning Review
- Updating Theater Views

Stockpile Forecast vs. TAMR

- Forecast Deliveries
- Forecast Expenditures
- End of Year Assets
- QWARRM-13 Requirement (122287K)
- QWARRM-NT Requirement (122218K)
SWA Ammunition Assessment
Aug – Dec 07

Army and Marine Corps Assets in Theatre

51.9 stons serviceable

18% reposition in theatre
65% transfer
6% FMS
1% Store

21 stons unserviceable

59% demil in theatre
17% transfer
12% demil CONUS
12% maintenance

(Intent is to keep in theater to maximize efficiency)
Summary

✔ Fully supporting SMCA mission
✔ Executing to ILS playbook
✔ Aggressively attacking warm base issues
✔ Assuring ammunition readiness is sustained